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celebs
Anthony Mackie,
David Harbour set
to star in Netflix’s
‘We Have a Ghost’
ANI | Washington

Adele

Adele
is dating
LeBron James’
agent

Young Woman’.
‘ We H a v e a
ollywood stars Anthony Ghost’ has been
Mackie, David Harbour a d a p t e d f r o m
and Jahi Di’Allo Winston are Geoff Managuh’s
set to star in Netflix’s up- short story ‘Ernest’,
coming family adventure ‘We about a young man
named Kevin (WinHave a Ghost’.
According to Variety, the ston) whose family
movie, written and directed finds a ghost named Erby Christopher Landon, the nest (Harbour) haunting
film also stars Tig Notaro and their new home.
Discovering Ernest turns
Jennifer Coolidge.
M a c k i e a n d H a r b o u r Kevin’s family into overare both coming off of ma- night social media senjor Marvel moments, with sations. But when Kevin
Mackie officially assuming and Ernest go rogue to
the mantle of Captain Amer- investigate the mystery
ican in his Disney plus series of Ernest’s past,
‘The Falcon and the Winter they become a
Soldier’ and Harbour steal- target of the
ing scenes in ‘Black Widow’ CIA. Roundas Red Guardian. Winston is ing out the
best known for his breakout m o v i e ’ s
roles in ‘Charm City Kings’ cast are
and ‘Queen and Slim’.
Erica
Notaro was most recently Ash, Isseen in ‘Army of the Dead’ a b e l l a
and ‘Star Trek: Discovery’, Ru s s o,
with Coolidge earning rave N i l e s
reviews for her performance F i t c h ,
in HBO’s new limited series Faith Ford
‘The White Lotus’ a n d S t e v e
and ‘Promising Coulter.
Anthony Mackie

H
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t seems like pop star
Adele has found her
one and only.
A source tells us that
the chanteuse is “100
percent” dating sports
super-agent Rich Paul.
The pair were spotted sitting together
at Game 5 of the NBA
Finals on Saturday,
sparking dating rumors.
“They are [definitely] dating,” an insider

confirms to
Page Six.
Meanwhile,
there are
hints
in the
press
t h a t
Paul
a n d
Adele,
33, may
h a v e
been rolling in the
deep as far
back as May.
In an article this summer
in the New Yorker about how Paul —
who is an agent for LeBron James, among other huge
sports stars — is transforming
the “business of basketball,”
Paul mentions that he has been
“hanging out” with “a major
pop star.”
But he added in the article,
which was published online
on May 31, “I’m not dating, I’m
single. Put that in the story.”
Things seem to have
changed. And at least one person in on the news was ESPN’s
Brian Windhorst, who referred
to the “Someone Like You”
singer as Paul’s girlfriend when
they sat together at Game 5.
“Rich Paul, [LeBron James’]
agent, brings his girlfriend to

Fox | Los Angeles

C

the
game
sitting next to LeBron. His girlfriend is Adele,” Windhorst
said on his “The Lowe
Post” podcast. “Rich
Paul is at the game with
Adele.”
Adele was formerly married to Simon
Konecki. They split in
2019.
Candace Cameron Bure

Schwarzenegger added: “Talking about
Dear Media “Meaning Full Living”
things that maybe we wouldn’t necessarily
podcast on Monday.
“It was the most amazing thing have talked about before getting married, talk
and just the most amazing gift,” about things that couples of 10 or 15 years still
she continued, adding, “I know not don’t like to talk about with one another. Being
everybody does [it], of course, be- prompted to talk about those things is also a recause … if they don’t tell you you ally helpful thing to do early on,” she explained.
“That I think helps us.”
have to do it then why
In terms of setting
would you?”
aside necessary time for
The daughter of
each other, SchwarzenegArnold Schwarzenegger and Maria Shriv- Before we got married ger said she and the “Juin the Catholic
rassic World” performer
er tied the knot with
the Marvel star, 42, in Church, you have to do make it a priority to “carve
June 2019 and honey- premarital counseling out ” opportunities for
mooned in Hawaii.
before you get married, themselves.
“Making sure that you
The author main- and I was like, ‘Oh, my
tained that the guid- God, what is that going can carve out that time.
And of course, there are
ance they received
to be like?
days where it doesn’t
before saying their
KATHERINE SCHWARZENEGGER
happen, and then we
“I dos” was a needed
make sure we confoundation in ensuring
nect in a different
their marriage had a real chance
way,” she said. “I also just remember
of success.
“When we had this experience of going to growing up and watching my parents
premarital counseling to get married in the always be each other’s biggest support
Catholic Church it was such an amazing gift in system and biggest cheerleaders, and
our relationship ahead of getting married that that was always something that I wanted
we’ve definitely wanted to continue through- with who I envisioned somebody that
out our relationship and has been such a help- I marry; always wanting to have that
ful thing to be able to have in our relationship same support system and that same
of having that guidance,” the author explained. dynamic.”

Katherine
Schwarzenegger
opens up about
premarital
counseling with
Chris Pratt
Fox | Los Angeles

K

atherine Schwarzenegger is opening
up about the work she and her husband Chris Pratt put into their marriage
before exchanging nuptials.
“Before we got married in the Catholic
Church, you have to do premarital counseling
before you get married, and I was like, ‘Oh,
my God, what is that going to be like?’” the
actress, 31, said during an appearance on the
Katherine Schwarzenegger

SUDOKU

Candace Cameron
Bure calls out her
kids for having
her blocked on
social media
andace Cameron Bure
called out her children
for having her blocked from
viewing her Instagram Stories.
Bure shared a video of
herself explaining that her
kids have her blocked, but
said she can still see their
Stories off of her work Instagram.
“I don’t know why my
kids block me on their
Stories because I still see
them on my other work Instagram,” Bure said in the
video.
“Thanks for blocking
Mom.”
Bure and her husband
Valeri Bure share three children together; Natasha, 22,
Lev, 21, and Maksim, 19.
“I’m not a regular mom,”
Bure captioned the
post. “I’m not a
cool mom either.”
Bure previously revealed she
has a faithbased dating requirement for her
kids’ significant
others.
“When it comes down to
it, I just want [their significant others] to love Jesus
the way I love Jesus,” Bure
told Us magazine.

Shailene Woodley
is in no rush to
get married
IANS | Los Angeles

“B

ig Little Lies” actress Shailene
Woodley, who confirmed her engagement to National Football League (NFL) star
Aaron Rodgers in
February, says she
is in no rush to get
married.
“ T h e re ’s n o
wedding planning
happening. There’s
no rush. We’ve got
no rush,” Woodley
told “Entertainment
Tonight”, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
Shailene Woodley

CROSSWORD
Across

1- Old German helmet; 5- Teheran’s country; 9- Highway; 13- Met highlight; 14- Understand?;
16- Editor Wintour; 17- DEA agent; 18- Oneness; 19- 9th letter of the Hebrew alphabet;
20- Search; 21- Court fig.; 22- Sell directly to the consumer; 24- Juniors, perhaps; 26- Having
a sound mind; 27- Florida citrus center; 29- Portrayed; 33- ___ having fun yet?; 34- Zoologist
Fossey; 35- Hawaiian goose; 36- Transgression; 37- Answer; 38- “You’ve got mail” co.; 39- Mal
de ___; 41- Gen. Robert ___; 42- “Our Gang” girl; 44- From a French region; 46- Destiny; 47Cheerful; 48- Hide; 49- Grownups; 52- Still, in poetry; 53- Billy ___ had a hit song with “White
Wedding”; 57- Filmmaker Riefenstahl; 58- Complete reversal; 60- Han ___ was a “Star Wars”
character; 61- Miami’s county; 62- Strange and mysterious; 63- Slightly open; 64- Get an ___
effort; 65- Barbie, e.g.; 66- Not one;

Down
How to play

Place a number in the empty boxes in such
a way that each row across, each column
down and each 9-box square contains all
of the numbers from one to nine.

1- Gives a bad review; 2- Dies ___; 3- Grow weary; 4- Fine-toothed blade; 5- Large lizard; 6Leases; 7- Arguing; 8- It may be picked; 9- Heavy napped woolen fabric; 10- Fit for service;
11- Against; 12- Writer Roald; 15- Unrestrained exercise of power; 23- Football lineman; 25Corrida shout; 26- Bobby of the Black Panthers; 27- Bay window; 28- Some change; 29- Grow
to maturity; 30- Give guns again; 31- ___ Gay; 32- Boxer Oscar ___ Hoya; 33- Charles barker; 34Postpone; 37- Publish again; 40- Prior; 42- Indian dish; 43- Craftsperson; 45- Small child; 46Shelter for a dog; 48- Danger; 49- Pierce portrayer; 50- Heedless; 51- Take apart; 52- Escudo
replacement; 54- Karate school; 55- Pearl Buck heroine; 56- Knowledge; 59- A Kennedy;

Yesterday’s solution

